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Since ita introduction nearZy ~ &cadea ago, the expanding
ring test has shown consititwble promise as a airrrple method of
obtaining atmin-rate-aensit’[ve uniaxial material property data.
The procedure ia to mo~itor the kinematics of a uniformly %x- ‘
panding z“ing. Tne stress-strain-strain pate response of the ring
materia2 can then be calculated from the ring equation of motion
and the recorded data.

Efforto in the paat have been baued upon l’acording the trana-
iant displ”lcement of the ri:7,g. Ih?tannination of the atx%==asin the
ring then required double differcniiaiion uith reHpect tc) tiimc of
the ring diaplacoment. l’he uork reported herein ia (~~ attempt to
ovarcome this difficult hy directly meauuring ring veloei+~ as u
j%notion of time by meanfl of(l la8er velocity interfcrom(~ter; thiu
method requires one Zeoa differentiation of the hta. The pro-
aedure ia illustrated by mporiments performed on annealed and
harbned copper Phga. Resultu are coqmwd to quuni-~tattc
material proportiaa determincci for the tiwne mutcriulo utiing con-
ventional tmhniquea.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Material properties are an essential Ingredlcnt in any
structural analysis. be it static or dynamic, elastic or plastic.
Conversely, if one can accurately record the static or dynamic
response of a structure, then it may be possible to infer the
stress state from the equations of mtion of the structure or from
a general solution for the structural response using an.appro-
priate material nmdel with as-yet undetermined constants. Such
testing of the structural response to characterize the material
behavior has indeed been attempted (l). In fact, the standard
uniaxial tension or compression test can be interpreted as a test
on a t]-ussmember.

Ideally, a structure so tested should have as simple a stress
state as possible and, for dynamic loading considerations, should
have as nearly a spatially uniform stress state as possible to
reduce distortion of the results by wave propagation effects.
Such effects may become important in simple tensile tests performed
at high strain rates, limiting the interpretation of this simplest
of experflments.

Dy.lamicallyloaded simple structures particularly suited to
material properties determinations by virtue of their inherently
miform stress slxte and minimal presence of wave propagation
effecu~ include the uniformly expanding complete spherical shell,
long cylir,der,and ring. If difficulties involved in obtaining
the required synmnetricexpansion of these simple structures can be
overcome, dynamic stress-strain data obtained on a given material
utilizing these three structures would cover a large portion or
stress space. In particular, consider the u1-u2 plane of
principal stress space shown in Figure 1. Balanced biaxial stress
data can be obtained +n the tension-tension quadrant by a com-
plete, expanding spherical shell. Biaxial stress behavior along a
line of s?ope equal LC Poisson’s ratio (and subsequently varying
to a stress ratio of 0.5 upon reaching the yield surface) is
obtained by e~panding a long cylindrical shell in plane strain.
Finally, a uniformly expanding thin rinq provides uniaxial dynamic
material behavior along the ul-axis. Because of its inherent
simplicity, the simple ring has received most of the attention of
investigators to date.

In particular, fifteen y?ars ago, Johnson, Stein, and Davis
(2) presented a novel technique for determining dynamic material
properties by using an explosively-driven expanding ring. Dif-
f:cultles in data reduction were experienced, however, because the
radial acceleration of the ring was determined by a double differ-
entiation of the experimental displacement-time data. The ring
acceleration is one ~f the crucial quantities required to determine
the hoop stre%s.

.
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The ring test was s~bsequently reappraised by,Perronc (3) in
an effort to uvercome the experimental difficulties encountered.
He suggested an alternate scheme of assuming general functional
forms for the ti~aterialbehavior (with undetermined constants) as
well as utilizing the corresponding peak displacement solution of
the freely expanding ring. While the method presented in (3)
overcomes the double differentiation difficulties, it does require
a prior knowledge of the general stress-strain-strain rate rela-
tionship.for the material, the very information that is being
sought from the expanding ring test. Thus, while the method,re-
ported in (3) Is useful if jome information is available on the
material, using the procedure on totally new materials is ques-
tionable.

,.
Hoggatt al~dRecht (4) subsequently refined the techniqug.~~d

reported exp~rimental data on a number of engineering metals.
They also exlwrienced considerable difficulty in the double
differentiatlol!of’experimental records during the development of :
their data reduction technique, but observed that over a wide
range of strain, the recorded displiicement-timepwfile of the
ring was, within experimental accuracy, parabolic in shape. By
fitting a parabola to the experimental record and then double
differentiating the analytical function, the inherent noisiness of
the process was circumvented. However, for materials exhibiting
other than a parabolic displacement-time profile, the method is
not generally valid unless one finds another differentiable
function that precisely fits the displacement-time record.

In this paper, a nndification to the expanding ring test t at
overcomes the double differentiation difficulties is presented.!
The procedure used is to directly measure the radial velocity-time
history of the expanding ring by means of a velocity interfer-
ometer. By both integrating and differentiating the velocity-time
data only once, dynamic stress-strain curves for a material at
various values of strain rate can be deduced. The method does not
suffer from many of the drawbacks of the revious wrk cited,

!since neither double differentiation (2,4 nor assumptions on the
functional form of the material behavior (3) are required.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND METHOD OF DATA PRESENTATION

Consider a small se ment of a com lete circular ring subten-
?ding an arc de as shown n Figure 2. !he ring has current

thickness, h, and radius, r. Application of Newton’s Second Law
results in the equation for circumferential stress, o, in a thin



ring undergoing

u= -pry

where CI1s mass

symmetric radial motion (4)

B [11

densityof the ring material and F is radial accel-
eration. If one assum& that plas~ic strains conserve volume
and the elastic volume change is ne ligible, then density does not
change with ring expansion and Eq. h1 can be shown to be based on
current cross-sectional area; i.e., u represents true _stress. .

True strain Is given by
...

c = ln~ , .
\

where r. = initial ‘ring radius. True strain rate then “becomes

[2]
. .

[3]

Determination of dynamic stress-strain-strain rate contours
is conceptually quite simple. The ring initially undergoes a
rapid acceleration; then, as the ring expands outward, its radial
velocity, f, decreases because of the op osing hoop stress, o.

!Based only upon radial ring velocity *(t , as measured directly by
the velocity interferometer at some time t~ It is possible to
calculate radial displacement, r(t), by numerical integration an$
radial acceleration, F(t), by a single numerical differentiation.
The stress-strain-strain rate poi~t at that instant of time, t!
can then be determined by appropriate application of Eqs. [1-3j.

Because of the monotonically decreasing nature of the plastic
strain rate with increasing time for a given expandi~p ring, only
one data point at a given strain rate is obtained from each indi-
vidual test. If the dynamic stress-strain behavior of (Ipartic-
ular material (in a particular heat treatment and at a :ipeclfied
temperature) Is desired, then several tests are run over a range
of initial strain rates. In this way, stress-strain ~urves at a
constant strain rate can be constructed using one data point from
each test for each value of strain rate selecled.

In this work we assume that the stress-strain-strain rate
behavior can be represented by a surface in three-spaces ando for
purposes of illustration of the expanding ring technique, results
are presented in stress-strain-strain rate space. Note that the
trajectory of a given expanding ring is represented by a single
curved line in stress-sLrain-strain rate space with strain rat~
nmnotonically decreasing and strain monotonically increasing when
the material is de(orming plastically. By running several experi-
ments for a given mterial over a range of initial strain rates, a



series of lines.is plotted in this three-s ace and-a surface will
!emerge. Quasi-static data, which should a so fall on this surfac@D

are then plotted on the & = O plane for comparison.

II 1. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

h. Ring-Driver Syst& .“” .- ““
. .

.- - . _.-

The experiment Is constructed as shown in Figure3. A,ring ‘-
of the material to be studied is press-fitted onto a steel “cylin--
drical driver. The press-fit ir,suresgood contact between the ring
and driver and pre-loads,the ring to a.hoop,stress,alyiut-egualto
the yield strength. Subsequent,radial cii,splace!nentis essentially -
all plastlc: A cylinder,of high explosive is centered”-inside”the
driver and detonators are placed on both ends of_the explosive. A
field lens is placed ap:yoximately a focal length from the surface
of the ring and the beam from a laser is focussed to a small ‘spot
on the ring which has been slightly roughened to..diffuselyreflect
the beam. The lens also acts as a collectorfor’this reflected ‘
beam, sending it back to the interferometer as a broad, parallel -
beam. The steel driver and ring are designed so that when the
explosive detonates, the driver undergoes el:stic and slightly
piastic expansion. The thin ring, however, separates from the
driver and undergoes large plastic deformations as its initial
kinetic energy is dissipated into plastic work.

B. Velocity Interferometer

Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic of the interferometer
system. The return beam is reduced in size, split, and directed
into two interferometers, the sensitivities of which can be
adjusted independently. The interferometer layout is similar to
the VISAR developed by Barker and Hol1enbach (6). Because we
needed greater velocity sensitivity than is normally possible with
the VISAR using etalons as optical delays, a modified version of
an air delay leg suggest%! byAmery (7) was incorporated into the
high sensitivity interferometer on these experiments. Details of
the interferometer and the data reduction are in (6J ard (7).
Briefly, the frequency of the return beam reflected from the mov-
ing target is Doppler-shifted by an amount proportional to the
velocity of the target. In the individual interferometers, the
beam is split and the light traversing one leg of the interfer-
ometer is delayed a srdll anmnt relative to the other leg
(typically a few tenths of a nanosecond to as much as 20 nano-
seconds). Thus, the two beams which are combined to give inter-
ference were reflacted from the target at two different times.
:If the target is accelerating, these two beams will have slightly
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different frequencies and the resulting difference.frequency”is “-
detected by photomultipliers and recorded on oscillOscopes~””-These

. ..-..

traces provide a continuous record of the target velocity to with-
in a few meterstsecond.

c. Experiments Conducted

To date, expanaing ring experiments have been completed ’on
both hardened and annealed copper as well as cm 6061-T6 and 6061-_O
aluminum. Some details of these experiments are indicited in
Table I. Note also that two basic ring-driver sizes were used--”””‘
2-inch and a l-inch diameter. For the same initial ring velocity,
initial strain rates are a factor of 2 higher for the smaller
ring-driver system.

.
. .. . .

As shown in Table I, for each b.sic material and ring-driver
configuration, multlple experiments were performed at nominal,ly-
identical Jalues of initial strain rate to evaluate reproducibility”
of the data. In addition, experiments were perfo~ed, for a given “,
ring material, at si.gniflcantlydifferent initial strain rates by
varying the quantity of explosive charge. These latter experiments
serve to fill in the stress-strain-strain rate surface for that
material.

IV. DATA REDUCTIGN CONSI !IERATIONS

A Reproducibility

As an indication of the reproducibility of nominally-identical
experiments, the following direct comparisons of raw data
(velocity-time traces) are presented.

1. Conpari80n 1

Comparison of the velocity-time traces for the two annealed
copper rin s with larger explosive charges (7.4 g) is shown In

!Figure 5(a . Shown in that plot is the early-time ringing of
stress waves as the ring leaves the hardened steel driver. These
data are difficult to interpret in terms of material stress.
Later on in time, these through-thickness oscillations damD out
and the velocity-time trace becomes considerably smoother.~ This
usable data window indicated in Figure 5(a) continues, as the ring

lDa.mping io be Zieved largely due to attenuation of the through-
thicknesa wignala propagating into mutetial fohich iEJ already in a
plastic state due to ten8ile hoop strouse8 in the ring.



. TABLE I

EXPANDINGRING EXPERIMENTS

Nominal
Ring

E~er%ment Ring Diameter ExpZoaiue
Da. “ Material (in. ) Maea3 (q)

2513 6061-T6 Al
2515 6061-T6 A2
2514 6061-T6 AZ

2520 6061-T6Al
2521 6061-T6 Az “
2523 6061-T6 AZ.
2527 6061-T6 A.i!

2518 6061-0 AZ. .
2517 6061-0.42 “.:

2519 6061-0 AZ
2522 6061-0 AZ
2526 6061-0 Al

2524 Hardened Cu
2525 Hardened Cu
2534 Hardened CU

2535 Hardened cu

2536 Annealed cu
2537 Annealed Cu
2539 Annealed Cu
2540 Annealed Cu

2
2
2

1
,1
1.
1,

2
:2 “.

1
1

1

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2.5427
2..5427
7.5688

0.7359
1.18
0.9887
0.-4230

2.5364.
.7..5731”

0.7361
1.18
0.4245

5.7175
5.7242
7.4378
7.4435

7.4430
7.4342
2.4803
2.4913

E~losive
lXameter/
Length_-
(?run)

.10/20.: .
10/20
17.5/20

7.64/lo-
9.65/10
10/7.75
5/10

10/20
17,5/2.0.

7.62/1O
9.65/10
5/10

15/20
15/20
17.3/20
17.3/20

17.3/20
17.3/20
10/20
10/20
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ccntinues to strain, until a point is reached when .the“data ““
become oscillatory and of questionable validity. Data are only
considered during the smooth, midrange of travel. Note that
early-time agreement of the two velocity-time traces is quite
impressive. Further, agreement in the indicated usable range
appears reasonable. It is important to note, however, that it is
the slope of these curves that is the most important factor in
determining the instantaneous stress in the given ring.

2. “Comparison 2

“Asimilar comparison “forannealed copper is shown in Figure”
5(b). Velocity-time traces within the indicated data window are
seen to have similar slopes, although the magnitudes differ some-””
what. Except for a S1ight amplitude difference, earl;-time”agree:
ment in ring”velocities””israther striking.

3.
.

Co??parhoi 3 ~ ‘

Velocity-time comparisons for strongly-loadedhardened copper
are presented in Figure 5(c). Except for a slight amplituc!e,dif-
ference, comparisons (particularly in slopes) are excellent. Note
that the data window for experiment 2535 is quite small due to an
apparent perturbation in the ring at 18 PS,

4. Comfxmkon 4

The final comparison, corresponding to moderately-loaded
hardened copper is shown in Figure 5(d). Note in this case there
is a significant difference in velocity at any given time, al-
though within the data windows, there appears to be good agreement
in slope, with the slope of experiment 2524 bei,ngsom~what less
than the slope in experiment 2525. Sin~, experiment 2525 is at a
slightly higher strain rate, these apparent slight differences in
slope tiy be due to rate dependence.

B. Data Reduction Difficulties and Selected Technique

Surprisingly, considerable difficulty was encountered even
with the single differentiation of raw data required in the
procedure reported herein. In ordei-to reduce scatter, it was
felt advantageous to fit the velocity-time data obtained from the
interferometer within the usable data window to a quadratic func-
tion of the form

v(t) ❑ a+bt+ctzm [4]

The constants a, b, and c, were determined by the selection
of three points along the curve; one at each end of the data ‘. ,.



window and one near the center of the window. The use of a higher-
order polynomial hds also been considered; however, even though -
the experimental curves can be approxilnatedmore C1OC 1}-,the
slope can be quite misleading when inflection points OCCIJ in the -_
range of interest. Other smoothing techniques are being consid- :
ered, but have not yet been thoroughly tested.

v: STRESS-STRAIN-STRAIN RATE RESULTS :

As an illustration o: the technique, three-dimensional
stress-strain-strain rate plots are presented in Figure 6(a) and---

...-

(IJ)for both the annealed and hardened copper experiments,
respectively The-quasi-static stress-strain data are also
included. Recall that individual curved lines_inboth_Figure~6(a)
and (b) represent all usable data from a single ring test. Because:
of the limited number of experiments performed, the.three-dimen-
sional surface through these curves has not been completely-defined -
However, it is particularly significant to note that in both
figures, the dynamic curves are initially at higher stresses than.
the static curves (this effect is more pronounced for the annealed
cupper, as one would
surfaces tend toward

VI. SUMMARY

expect), and as strain rate decreases, the
the static curves.

Tn this paper, methods are presented for improving the expand-
ing ring test for determining dynamic material properties. These
improvements are centered around the incorporation of a direct
velocity-measuring device (velscity inte~-ferometer)to alleviate
the necessity of double differentiation of experimental data.
While the data presented here are som:what limited, the method has
been Aenmstrated to be feasible and to offer a distinct advpntage
over earlier, direct displacement-measuring approaches.
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